Useful References on the Diagnosis and Management of Multiple System Atrophy

Introduction
The following list is not exhaustive but is a starting point for understanding more about Multiple System Atrophy (MSA).

Natural History


**Diagnosis**


MSA Useful references


Cognition


**Treatment and management**
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Investigations

Imaging
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**Cardiovascular autonomic features and testing**


Riley DE, Chelimsky TC. Autonomic nervous system testing may not distinguish multiple system atrophy from Parkinson's disease. J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 2003; 74: 56-60. 


**Urogenital features and testing**


**Other clinical features**
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Sleep


Muntean ML, Sixel-Doring F, Trenkwalder C. No Difference in Sleep and RBD between Different Types of Patients with Multiple System Atrophy: A Pilot Video-Polysomnographical Study. Sleep Disord 2013; 258390. [https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/23766915]


MSA-C


**Pathology & Alpha-synuclein**


**Reviews and History**


Genetics
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https://europepmc.org/article/pmc/PMC4727743
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